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ABSTRACT

Problems of the social non-acceptance of the mining industry (particularly development projects) is relatively new, so more widely discussed for a relatively short time. In this paper, an extensive review of worldwide literature on this topic has been presented with special regard to the specificity of the European Union countries, where the NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) phenomenon is one of the key reasons for local community opposition. The problem is recognized mainly from the perspective of the mineral industry, but also from the point of view of government, NGOs or local communities. There are case studies, publications in the range of sustainable development, corporate social responsibility, geo-ethics, proposals for new analytical methods (for example multi-criteria and others) or effective solutions. The improvement in social acceptance for the mineral industry may be achieved by further development of technological, organizational and scientific methods which minimizes mining influences on the environment and society developing. Modern approach to social issues associated with mineral activity includes also strategies of bilateral communication, mediation/negotiation, cooperation between stakeholders to a larger extent then in the past. However, it is the continuous need of extensive, in-depth social debate on mineral development projects in the European Union, both in energetic and non-energetic branch.
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1. Introduction

New mining projects are a typical example of industrial investments evoking various opinions, which are usually reluctant ones (compare Hilson, 2002; Eser & Luloff, 2003; Damigos & Kallampakos, 2006; Badera, 2010; Avci et al., 2010; Campbell & Roberts, 2010 and many other publications). Problems with the social non-acceptance of the mining industry (particularly with development projects) is relatively new, so these are more widely discussed for a relatively short time. The cause is globalization, democratization and easier access to information (including two-way access to media), which enables the activity of local communities, ecological organizations and independent media. Thus, local communities have been equipped with the tools needed to fight unwelcome investments. Thus, not only economic and spatial restrictions but also numerous social protests substantially restrict the possibilities to use the mineral reserve base, which constitute a real danger for resource security not only of European countries. This study aims to review the widely available literature which covers the socio-environmental aspects of mining activity.

2. From socio-environmental conflicts to social license to operate – cases, analysis, solutions

More extensive studies in the area of socio-environmental problems connected with the extractive industry date back to the 1990s and the beginning of 21st century. It became clear that mining companies have to improve their environmental and community relations. Central to achieving sustainable development in the future is a partnership with all stakeholders instead
of the traditional government-industry alliance from the past, which will require major changes in the philosophy and actions of all the participants (Cragg et al., 1995; Hood, 1995; Auty & MikeSELL, 1998; Clark & Clark, 1999; Hillson, 2000; Hillson & Murck, 2000; Humphreys, 2000; Warhurst, 1998). Since that time there has been a continuous increase in the number of publications observed within the scope of sustainable development with emphasis on the role of society (e.g. Humphreys, 2001; Wellmer & Becker-Platen, 2002; Breaking New Ground, 2002; Azapagic, 2004; Hejmanowski et al., 2008; Hebestreit et al., 2011), corporate social responsibility (e.g. Jenkins & Yakovleva, 2006; Esteves, 2008; Kudelko et al., 2011; Hillson, 2012) and/or so-called geo-ethics! (Němec, 2003; Gold, 2005; Byrskapapała, 2008, 2013; Nikitina, 2012, 2014). In recent times there have been mainly case studies from different developed and developing countries of Australia, Canada, Latin America, Africa, Asia, and occasionally Europe (e.g. Si Hu et al., 2010; Odell et al., 2011; Mutti et al., 2012; Lodhia, 2012; Vintro et al., 2012; Tianen et al., 2014), concerning the problems of small-scale, artisanal or illegal mining, too (e.g. Misrandino et al., 2013).

Generally, it has become clear that the development of deposits is possible only by obtaining a social licence to operate and mutually treating companies and local communities as partners or even a strategic partnership in the form of corporate-community investment programs (Esteves & Barclay, 2011). Conventional approaches to mineral development no longer suffice because of local community demand for a greater share of the benefits and more involvement in decision making (Prno & Slocombe, 2012; Prno, 2013). Prno and Slocombe (2012) use governance and sustainability theories to conceptualize the complex origins of the social license to operate in the mining sector and implications for resource developers. A systems-based conceptual framework for assessing determinants and outcomes of social license in the mining industry has been advanced by the same authors (Prno & Slocombe, 2014). Their studies are based on cases from Alaska, NW Canada, Peru and Papua New Guinea. The critical elements of social license were also measured and modelled in Australia (Moffat & Zhang, 2014). According to Owen & Kemp (2013) the forward challenge for the industry is to articulate an agenda which balances its own commercial needs with broader expectations about contribution to development. A methodological innovation is using multi-criteria analysis to integrate social impact assessment with decision-making in the mining sector (Estaves, 2008a,b). Use of multi-criteria methods for the risk assessment of socio-environmental conflict associated with the oil-gas exploitation, underground coal mining and aggregate surface excavation are proposed by Brody et al. (2006), Sobczyk & Badera (2013) and Sobczyk et al. (2014).

It should be emphasized that the improvement in social acceptance for the mineral industry may be achieved by: 1) developing and implementing the rules of mineral resource protection, especially within land use planning and with a correlation with nature conservation (Merill, 1969; Ramani & Sweigard, 1984; Jena, 1992; Bristow, 1994; Niemans & Merkin, 1995; Richards, 2004; Radwanek-Bak, 2007; Nieć, 2008) and of course by 2) further development of technological, organizational and scientific methods which minimizes the influences of mining on the environment and society (compare Bomsel et al., 1996; Warhurst & Mitchell, 1998; Ptak, 2008; Galszka & Migaszewski, 2009; Nikolay & Evangelinos, 2010; Hebestreit et al., 2011), despite the fact that the progress in this issue has already been enormous.

These solutions will allow us to gain the social acceptance of various industrial investments that are proposed (sponsored) mainly by differ environments related to business (associations of entrepreneurs, financial agencies or scientists connected to the mineral industry) and they are usually understood as a part of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) or even ordinary Public Relations (PR). An example is the handbook prepared by the International Finance Corporation (an agenda of the World Bank), which aimed to provide investors with the good practice for managing stakeholder relationships; it also contains several case studies in the field of mining (Stakeholder Engagement, 2007). An another example is the guide of the International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association (Operating in Areas of Conflict, 2008).

In 2010 The International Organization for Standardization launched an international standard providing guidelines for social responsibility (ISO 26 000). Its goal is to contribute to global sustainable development, by encouraging businesses and other organizations to practice social responsibility to improve their impacts on their workers, surrounding natural environments and local communities. Certified management systems are also effective tools for CSR in the extractive industry and can be used rather effectively as a means of stakeholder
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management in practice. However, there is not much formalization of the procedures and measurement systems of CSR yet (VINTRO ET AL., 2012). Moreover, some analysis shows that important CSR issues, such as fair operating practices and community involvement and development, fall outside the scope of the adopted management system (RANÅNGEN & ZOBEL, 2014).

On the other hand, non-governmental organizations (NGOs, ecological and others) also have their own policy and tools aimed at the reduction of industrial impact on environment. An interesting example is the handbook commissioned by the Walter & Duncan Gordon Foundation (IBA COMMUNITY TOOLKIT, 2010). It addresses aboriginal communities in Canada and considers impact and benefit agreements, specifically those with mining companies. The goal of this toolkit is to help communities to achieve positive agreements. Unfortunately, in some cases, NGOs often use the fears of the local communities to support them against investors in the name of their own agenda.

A more independent toolkit was prepared by the Finnish-Swiss consortium with assistance and advice from several institutions, organizations and companies from other countries (RESPONSIBLE MINING, 2012). It is designed to help all users (mining companies, national and local governments, NGOs, local community representatives and international bodies) build their capacities to identify tensions and to prevent, or mediate, socio-environmental conflicts related to mineral development. Another similar example is the guide to Australian practice prepared by the university-governmental consortium (SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT, 2012).

Preparing and promoting the mining industry's own place within the sustainable development agenda and/or further dissemination of the CSR idea are the way to prevent socio-environmental conflicts. Unfortunately, they often do not prevent conflict on a smaller or larger scale. So, conflict management and direct methods of individual conflict resolution are needed to reach a final compromise.

The role of groups of stakeholders (stakeholder theory) have been presented in detail in many publications (e.g. BREAKING NEW GROUND, 2002; AZAPAGIC, 2004; BADERA, 2010; MUTTI & YAKOVLEVA, 2012). These groups are potential sides of conflict. HILSON (2002) examined the causes and impacts of land use conflicts between large-scale mines and community groups. He identified a series of conflict resolution strategies for mine management, which are based mainly on several communication techniques. Each mineral development context is unique (PRNO & SLOCOMBE, 2012), so socio-environmental conflicts connected with excavations are of different kinds. Due to the local conditions in many parts of the world they may have their own specificity: ethno-cultural, historically-political and economic reasons may appear apart from spatial and ecological ones. Numerous papers describe social actors and dynamic of environmental conflicts associated with mining projects, mainly outside Europe (e.g. LANE & RICKSON, 1997; MURADIAN ET AL., 2003; HILSON & YAKOVLEVA, 2007; ANGUELOVSKI, 2011; FARRELL ET AL., 2012; VELÁSQUEZ, 2012; BACCI & DINIZ, 2013; TIAIEN ET AL., 2014).

Conflicts often arise due to a clash between corporate and community cultures. More distinct conflicts are observed in the case of the activities of global (‘western’ origin) companies in the developing countries of Latin America, Africa or Asia. They are less distinct in developed countries with modern mining, where exploration and excavation are currently carried out in areas inhabited by aboriginal groups (e.g. Canada, Australia) and where specific rules of cooperation among mineral developers and local communities are worked out, recommended to application and usually applied successfully (HILSON, 2000; PRNO & SLOCOMBE, 2012).

In the European Union (EU) the situation is specific because of the relatively strong urbanization and large areas of nature protection, the direct reason for conflicts is usually the difference in visions concerning future land development (e.g. KRÓL & KOT, 2010). Readily available literature has described socio-environmental issues in European countries as relatively modest (DAMIGOS & KALLIAMPAKOS, 2006; BADERA, 2010; ZOBRIST ET AL., 2009; VINTRO ET AL., 2012; SUOPAJÄRVI, 2013; SOBCZYK & BADERA, 2013; RANÅNGEN & ZOBEL, 2014), probably because of the lack of large investments in the last period. At present, as a result of the increase in demand for raw materials, coal-based energy policy in some countries, as well as changes (a few years ago) in the EU resources policy in the non-energy sector, quite a lot of new mining projects have been developed, so problems with social acceptance have appeared too. In Poland, it is particularly visible in the brown coal mining-energy sector, where the social aspects have already been taken up as an important element of sustainable mineral development (KASZTELEWICZ & PTAK, 2009; KASZTELEWICZ & ZAJACZKOWSKI, 2010; NAWORYTA & BADERA, 2012; BADERA & KOĆOŃ, 2014). In turn, SUOPAJÄRVI (2013) studied the example of Finnish ore mining
projects and how social impact assessments (SIA) have been carried out as part of environmental impact assessments (EIA) and discussed SIAs in terms of Jürgen Habermas’ theory of knowledge interests.

Mining is perceived in a particularly negative light by public opinion. The origin of socio-environmental conflicts in an East-European country was the subject of BADERA’S research (2010), who did not observe any major differences between conflicts connected with various types of exploitation (both surface and underground mining). In the ore mining sector cases of conflicts are known from Finland (Talvivaara), Poland (Zawiercie: BADERA, 2008), Slovakia (Biely Vrch, Kremnica), Hungary (Recsk) or Romania (Roşia Montana: BUTIU & PASCARU, 2011, VESALON & CRETAN, 2013; SRIB & POPA, 2014; IOAN & CARCEA, 2014). There are also many conflicts concerning the development of new aggregate deposits, described usually in local and trade magazines.

In the democratic system of the EU the major part of the decision-making process is in the hands of the authorities. But state and local government, which are decision-making bodies, usually reluctant to go beyond the current regulations of the law. Legal norms in individual countries of Central-Eastern Europe have also been adapted to the EU standards in terms of public consultations that take place at various stages of land-use development and environmental (EIA) procedures. Unfortunately, the rules of public consultations should be considered as ineffective, as they do not prevent conflicts and sometimes provoke them. It seems, the main reason is that inhabitants can familiarize themselves with a project of a spatial development plan or an EIA report only when these documents are ready and only afterwards can they submit comments and proposals. In practice, local communities have little influence on projected documents in the initial stages of their design, so inhabitants’ impression is that everything is already decided upon. Also some case studies from countries on other continents (FARELL ET AL., 2012) demonstrate how legal challenges often exacerbate rather than resolve the conflicts.

Also the media play an important role in such types of conflicts and usually the views of the local community are presented in a more favourable manner (BADERA & JAKSON, 2010). However, it should be remembered that local communities operate under conditions of limited knowledge or even ignorance, so they are impressionable and easy to manipulate. But in fact, limited knowledge affects all stakeholders.

The reason for local community opposition is the NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) phenomenon, which may be defined as the resistance of inhabitants towards the realization of the investment which is to serve not only local purposes. This syndrome means a general acceptance as far as the social need for the given investment is concerned, but also a resistance to its close localization. It is one of the types of local conflicts, as it is linked with the issue of space, both in its geographical and social meaning (MICHALOWSKA, 2008). It is worth noting that each new investment is always connected with appropriating space of some kind. According to MICHALOWSKA (2008) the main source of the NIMBY notion is the lack of local society participation in the decision-making processes, as well as inadequate information about the planned enterprise. It should also be noted that NIMBY and all the other syndromes prove there is a freedom of speech. Conflicts due to the NIMBY syndrome sometimes escalate, creating the type of crisis situation which may be solved only with set communication standards used by the stakeholders. The NIMBY syndrome is not a homogeneous issue. O’HARE (1992) differentiates its three levels: economic (when the main axis of the syndrome is the threat towards common material goods, and according to the author-individual material goods as well), political (when there is no trust towards authorities, the business, the experts, see SMITH & MARQUEZ, 2000) and socio-ethical (when the investment is associated with ‘social illness’ by the community). Apart from that there is the sociological level, in which the way of perceiving the given community, both groups and individuals, are of key importance, as well as their activity dynamics. For a more detailed description of NIMBY and other similar social phenomena (for ecological organizations the BANANA i.e. Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anything syndrome is specific), and their origins and mechanisms may be found in the articles of FREUDENBERG & STEINSAPIR (1991), STEELMAN & CARMIN (1998), SMITH & MARQUEZ (2000), FISCHEL (2001), ESER & LULOF (2003), WOLSINK (2006) and many others.

It seems, the model for debates and cooperation between stakeholders in the EU has to be different to those in America or Africa, both in countries of Western Europe and the emerging markets of Central-Eastern Europe (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania).

Conflicts around mining operations usually stem from poor governance (BREAKING NEW GROUND, 2002). Decision-making under conflict or negotiation remains an important element of business,
engineering, and science practices (Hipel & Walker, 2011). In order to take the actions needed to improve our society and physical environment, two elements are necessary: data and decision support, so the need for tools supporting environmental strategic decisions is growing.

Despite the number of studies on environmental management conflicts in the 70s, no conceptual analysis of them and discussion of conflict resolution patterns had been reported until the 80s. In 1983 Bowonder traced a major source of conflicts to the weak information or knowledge base in respect of environmental parameters. They set apart other sources and major variables of environmental management conflicts. Various conflict resolution models were adapted from the social sciences to study environmental conflict management. Using these models, it can be inferred that creative problem-solving (agreement) through environmental mediation is possible (Bowonder, 1983).

According to Robins et al. (2011) in environmental management each situation needs to be analysed on its own terms. Environmental governance is inherently a political process and there is a need for ongoing learning, negotiation and deliberation to develop and sustain power-sharing agreements. Moreover, informal relationships are vital to understanding governance. Without a strong macro-culture (system of widely shared assumptions and values that guide actions), more conflicts or contestations are seen, as the independent entities (that make up the governance network) seek to implement their own preferred policies at the expense of others (Robins et al., 2011).

Conflict escalation is one of the important aspects to be understood in constructive conflict management and a Markov Chain approach can be used to identify escalation patterns (Yasmi et al., 2006). The use of game theoretical models (quantitative and non-quantitative approaches) for conflict management as well as their use in mitigating or resolving sustainable development conflicts is studied by Hipel & Walker (2011). According to them, the so-called Graph Model for Conflict Resolution (GMCR), based on competition, is useful in the case of a conflict between developers and environmentalists. Multi-criteria decision analysis can be useful for modeling cooperation.

The interlinkages between conflict management and impact assessment procedures in land use planning are examined by Peltonen & Sairinen (2010). They argue that a social impact assessment of land use plans may acquire features of conflict mediation, depending on the extent and intensity of stakeholder participation in the process.

One of the first broader overviews of land use conflicts between large-scale mines and community groups was presented by Hilson (2002), mainly based on cases from developing countries. This article identified a series of (land use) conflict resolution strategies for mine management. While no strategy exists that will completely satisfy both parties, compromises can be reached if: (1) community consultation between the parties is significantly improved, (2) regional governments assume a leadership role in coordinating the efforts of international agencies (3) appropriate compensation packages and support are provided for the impacted communities and (4) partnerships are forged between large- and small-scale miners (this last item concerns European mining to a small extent). As Hilsun & Murck (2000) explain (see also Breaking New Ground, 2002), effective communication with communities is essential in an industry like mining. Some community consultation techniques can be adopted for example from the Australian Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1995). Buchanan (2013) explored how multiple types of knowledge are combined and used discursively within the claim-making process. Sustainability reports published by mining companies can be a subject of critical analysis, because in some cases they only play a role in improving a company's performance and reputation (Murgula & Böhleng, 2013). Bacce and Diniz (2013) propose so-called Social Learning as a strategy to minimize/solve socio-environmental conflict based on de-monopolization of the technicians' knowledge and on learning together how to handle changes in the management of mineral resources.

3. Summary and conclusions

Many international and national studies have stated that there are a considerable number of mineral deposits available in Europe. In 2008 the European Commission initially accepted the new integrated strategy called the Raw Material Initiative; actual Communication from the Commission on this topic has been published in 2011 (European Commission, 2011). The following key challenges of the EU mineral policy have been recognized and indicated as main pillars: (1) ensuring a fair and sustainable supply of raw materials from international markets, (2) fostering a sustainable supply of raw materials from European sources and (3) boosting greater resource efficiency and promoting recycling. In the 2nd pillar the issue of public acceptance should be considered without a doubt.
One of requirement of the European mining industry is the improvement of the EU minerals knowledge database. Socio-environmental issues harmonize with the tasks of Work Package no. 3 (Knowledge management) within the Minerals4EU project (http://www.minerals4eu.eu/) conducted within the EU 7th Framework Programme and they should become a part of the Minerals4EU knowledge data platform. Another similar 7th FP project is ProMine (http://promine.gtk.fi/), including amongst others Sustainability Assessment and Exploitation.

Summing up, modern approaches to social issues associated with mineral activities include strategies of bilateral communication, mediation/negotiation, cooperation between stakeholders to a larger extent than in the past. However, it is the continuous need for extensive, in-depth social debates on mineral development projects in the European Union, as well as in Non-European countries, in both the energy and non-energy branches.
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